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Installation and fitting instructions for Universal Projector Mounts and Entrapment Cages 

Thank you for choosing an Ra technology Mounting Product for your projector installation. Your Mount or 

Entrapment Cage will come complete with a number of fixing legs depending on the model, a mounting plate (grid or 

cage lid) and a bolt kit for fixing the projector to the mount itself. Please see the steps below on the most effective 

way to fit your projector to the mounting product. 

1) Loosely fit the relevant amount of legs supplied with the mount or cage (minimum of three) to each 

mounting point on the base of the projector as shown in Image 1 with the relevant screw and washer. Each 

Fixing Leg has a hole at each end. Please ensure the end with the smallest hole (or non-threaded hole) is the 

one used with the mounting point. It is also important the screw used for this is not too long as this can 

cause damage inside the projector. 

2) Now position the Mounting Grid over the top of the Fixing Legs fitted and align their holes up as equally as 

possible with the slots in the grid or cage lid to position it as central as possible with the base of the 

projector. Fix the legs in position with M6 screws and washers as shown in Image 2 and Image 3 for cages. 

Next tighten the screws at each mounting point but do not over-tighten as this could damage the threads in 

the base of the projector. 

3) Your projector is now ready for mounting onto the pole or mounting arm applicable to the mount being used 

and the projected image aligned using the adjustment available in the mount itself. 
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